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WELCOME.
I’m pleased to report that 80,000 sq ft of
our latest 125,000 sq ft development is now
let or under offer.
The fact that we have more great companies
locating to Silverstone Park (we’ll announce
who soon) is testament to MEPC’s
development of the estate as a place where
businesses can thrive.

HIGH-TECH CAE SPE
FIRST OF MANY FO

Units ranging from 5,000 sq ft to 30,000 sq ft
remain available to let and, with Enterprise
Zone status and business rates relief, this
is an ideal environment for high-tech and
high-growth companies.
Elsewhere we have successfully achieved a
new outline planning consent for 2.1m sq ft
of commercial accommodation. This will
enable MEPC to continue to develop and
realise the Silverstone Park vision over the
years to come.
The Silverstone Technology Cluster continues
to develop rapidly – see opposite for news
of its first special interest group (SIG)
focusing on computer aided engineering.
More SIGs will follow as we work closely
with CEO Pim van Baarsen to help organise
the cluster’s capabilities and thereby
enable businesses to identify the many
opportunities out there…
July marks our excellent Metrology Facility’s
first birthday and at its third networking
event guest speaker, RML Group’s Simon
Holloway, will deliver a very futureorientated presentation (see page 4).
Again, through the Metrology Facility
and STC, MEPC is providing its high-tech
community with business opportunities
that range from medical needs to space
to mobility as a service.
I therefore urge you to join the events that
the STC and Silverstone Park are organising
over the coming months in order to explore
the options and maximise your expertise,
problem solving skills, novel ideas and
technology. Please contact Ruth Williams on
+44 (0)1327 856002 to register your interest.

Silverstone Technology Cluster has now formed
its first Special Interest Group (SIG) focusing on
computer aided engineering.
Twelve cutting edge companies have been involved
in its formation, among them Brackley-based
TotalSim which is a UK leader in computational
fluid dynamics consulting.

With some very open dialogue we can look
to address some of the issues and challenges local
companies have with using CAE tools.
Rob Lewis, Managing Director

ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
FOR STC

Its Managing Director Rob Lewis reflected: “CAE itself is a fairly
huge discipline with an almost infinite number of applications.
“It ranges from CAD (computer aided design), PLM (product
lifecycle management), FEA (finite element analysis for
structures) CFD (computational fluid dynamics), computational
electro-magnetics, crash analysis and other forms of bespoke
multi-physics simulations.
“With some very open dialogue we can look to address some
of the issues and challenges local companies have with using
CAE tools.”

CEO Pim van Baarsen said three more SIGs will be announced
in the autumn. He also hinted that the CAE SIGs name could
yet receive a tweak.
“CAE is the interim title – we could evolve it to call it CAX, the
‘X’ in effect standing for ‘anything’ to include other areas such
as software and modelling,” he explained.
“Coming up with the final title is a nice problem to have – it
shows the level of enthusiasm from the high-tech companies
involved.”

STC is the not-for-profit company set up to promote the
region surrounding Silverstone as a global hub for high-tech
activity and capability.

Coming up with the final title is a nice
problem to have – it shows the level of enthusiasm
from the high-tech companies involved.
Pim van Baarsen, CEO, Silverstone Technology Cluster

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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Metrology Network
attracts more big names
The Silverstone Metrology Network has confirmed another
high-profile speaker for its third event – Simon Holloway,
Commercial Director for leading special vehicle operations
(SVOs) and powertrain company RML Group.
The event will take place on Monday 3 July – as ever at the
Silverstone Park Metrology Facility managed by Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence inside the estate’s Innovation Centre.
Simon, who recently appeared on BBC1’s Sunday Politics show,
will cover the following topics:
• From motorsport to defence, the importance of metrology/
materials analysis
• Emerging EV (electric vehicle) technologies
• High-performance supercar technology
Companies and individuals from the high-tech community can book
places by emailing Ruth Williams rwilliams@silverstone-park.com
or calling +44 (0)1327 856002.
Simon’s appearance as guest speaker follows those of Stephen
Ball, ex-Lockheed Martin (UK) CEO, and Zoe Chilton, Red Bull
Racing’s Senior Technical Partnership Manager.
He commented: “The topic of EVs is hugely relevant –
there is a huge push for them.

Simon Holloway

“The Government understands that we have a large number
of employees in the UK who work in combustion engines and
that has got them very interested in building capability in the
EV sector and automation.”

High praise for Metrology
Facility, Network
Stephen Ball, the ex-Lockheed Martin (UK) CEO, has praised
the Silverstone Park Metrology Facility for its work in opening
up new opportunities for smaller engineering businesses.
The Facility is dedicated to giving SME and start-up companies
operating in engineering and manufacturing much greater
access to latest metrology equipment such as co-ordinate
measuring machines.
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Stephen Ball

Stephen, who spoke at one of the Facility’s recent networking
events, said: “What’s brilliant is that this is a service that
allows people to tap into the very best tools and the expertise
of the people inside the business.
“It enhances the capacity of those smaller companies
to become part of a supply chain that’s based around
performance and innovation.”
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World-class education
for students on-site
Engineering and motorsport mechanic students based at Silverstone Park have been given
a rare insight into some of the most technically advanced machinery that could play a vital
role in their careers, as part of the estate’s recognition of World Metrology Day (20 May).
Equipment from the Silverstone Park Metrology Facility
managed by Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence was specially
transported to the UTC which, in its fourth year, now teaches
450 students per academic year – many there being taught
engineering as a specialist subject.
Some 100 UTC students were able to operate an articulated
measuring arm and laser tracker which are relied on by the
likes of Formula 1 teams and prestigious OEMs.
A member of the UTC’s Engineering Team commented:
“The resounding question from students was ‘When can
we get one?’ In anyone’s book that is the mark of a successful
event. Many thanks to MEPC and Hexagon...”
This followed a visit to the Facility by more than 40 National
College for Motorsport students who were shown how
metrology and its machines work by Hexagon’s qualified
technicians. While race car mechanics is the College’s focus,
there is a natural cross-over in some areas with engineering.
Principal Jim Harrod explained: “Our students have been
granted an invaluable insight by people who are relied on
by the best in the business.”
The College recently expanded on-site at Silverstone Park with
a second brand new building at a cost of £1.5 million.

How time flies!
The UK’s only dedicated sub-contract inspection metrology facility,
based at Silverstone Park, will celebrate its first birthday in July.
Silverstone Park Metrology Facility managed by Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence (the world leader in the science of
metrology) was opened on 19 July 2016 by Daventry MP Chris
Heaton-Harris.
It is dedicated to giving SME and start-up companies operating
in engineering and manufacturing much greater access to latest
metrology equipment such as co-ordinate measuring machines.
Senior engineering figures, too, thanks to the creation of a
Silverstone Metrology Network, while also providing training
and education for those pursuing high-tech career paths.
HMI Regional Sales Manager John Drover said: “How time
flies when you’re having fun and it has been just that – fun!

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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The work done at Silverstone is of course very serious and to
the absolute highest standards but this has also been a very
rewarding joint venture with MEPC (Silverstone Park developer).
“The feedback from companies of all sizes in fact as well as
individuals in the high-tech community has been tremendous.
We’re celebrating not just a birthday but also a really
worthwhile and fulfilling contribution to business growth within
the Silverstone Technology Cluster.”

How time flies when you’re having fun
and it has been just that – fun!
John Drover, HMI Regional Sales Manager
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STC OPENS DEBATE ON
FUNDING, EXPORTING
AND RECRUITMENT
Collaboration in areas such as funding, exporting and recruitment was
a hot topic of discussion among senior engineering figures at a special
STC meeting hosted by member company KWSP – a leading engineering
consultancy in Brackley.
In attendance were high-tech companies from within the
Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Corridor which has been
identified by Government as a key area of growth in its
Industrial Strategy.
Discussed were the potential power of networking, knowledge
sharing and access to capital, skills and experts as well as
links with organisations such as the Institution of Mechanical
Engineering (IMechE), the Institution of Engineering &

Technology (IET) and Motorsport Industry Association (MIA)
as being central to the success of STC as an industry cluster.
KWSP Managing Director Kieron Salter said: “Welcoming so
many senior figures from organisations such as Laserlines,
Williams Advanced Engineering, Composite Braiding,
Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport, EDM Technology and
Oxford Instruments is a huge boost to the STC and shows how
much interest there is in our cluster.”

STC “empowering high-tech community”
The Silverstone Technology Cluster is ‘empowering’ the local
high-tech business community and showcasing the region as
an important part of UK plc say an ever-increasing number of
senior engineering companies joining its membership.
Over 20 companies have now signed up to the STC and they
include Ilmor Engineering based at Brixworth, Northants.
Its Head of Sales, Stuart Cooper commented: “We’ve jumped
at the chance to become part of the STC – what is being done
is really empowering for the companies across the region in
terms of networking, collaboration, development, exporting,
recruitment and funding.”
Grant Lockhead, Managing Director of OBP Special Ops in
Huntingdon, Cambs enthused: “Joining the STC as a member
was a no brainer to be honest…
“Government and industry are sitting up and taking notice
which puts those involved in a great position to benefit when
they start to become involved.”
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And explained Paul Waldron, Managing Director of Silverstone
Park-based EDM: “STC is very much about empowering the
high-tech companies within a given region.
“Why would any business specialising in engineering,
technologies and manufacturing not want to be a part of that?”

We’ve jumped at the chance to become
part of the STC – what is being done is really
empowering for the companies across the
region in terms of networking, collaboration,
development, exporting, recruitment and
funding.
Stuart Cooper, Ilmor Engineering
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Bigger better STC website
The Silverstone Technology Cluster has expanded its website significantly –
providing members with further services to help them promote their businesses.
silverstonetechnologycluster.com now includes a members’ directory
as well as latest news, a jobs board, an events calendar and a section
relating to the special interest groups (SIGs) currently being set up.
STC CEO, Pim van Baarsen commented: “We’ve really cracked on
and expanded the site so it keeps people informed as to how the
STC is progressing and enables members to post their own news
and vacancies as well.”

Join Silverstone Technology Cluster
Join Silverstone Technology Cluster to take advantage of its
business development and networking opportunities and to join
in the debate on topics such as funding, skills and recruitment
across the high-tech community. Also on its way is a new STC
newsletter to keep members even more informed. Email STC
CEO, Pim van Baarsen pim@silverstonetechnologycluster.com
to get involved.

Planning granted for over 2m sq ft
of commercial development

MEPC has been granted a new planning consent for over
2m sq ft of commercial development on its 131 acre site
at Silverstone Park.
Consent was granted by South Northamptonshire District
Council and Aylesbury Vale District Council.
The new consent follows the speculative development of over
125,000 sq ft by MEPC and prior to that a programme of
presentation/upgrade work and the purchase of 85,000 sq ft
of existing stock.

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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Included in the new planning permission is development
of a wide range of premises including offices, industrial
and distribution facilities, education, student accommodation
and two hotels.
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director for Silverstone Park,
said: “Achieving a new, up-to-date planning consent is
another key piece of the jigsaw in managing and developing
a successful technology park – delivering on our promise to
create a global business destination.”
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Park continues to host senior
high-tech industry events
Manufacturers’ organisation EEF has chosen Silverstone Park’s
Innovation Centre to host two of its influential Manufacturing
Connect forums in quick succession.
The first, in late March, focused on
manufacturing companies being
prepared for a digitally-driven fourth
industrial revolution (4IR).

Others of late have included those from
the Department for International Trade,
Niche Vehicle Network and Motorsports
Industry Association.

In early June, EEF returned to provide
companies with latest economic insights
and context for current trends across
manufacturing, plus up-to-date political
developments (General Election and
‘Brexit’).

EEF’s Interim Midlands and East Region
Director, Charlotte Horobin said
developments at Silverstone Park, its role
within the Silverstone Technology Cluster
and facilities on-site made it “an ideal
location for EEF to attract and engage
with key industry players and help give
manufacturing companies a real edge.”

These are the latest in an increasing
number of senior high-tech industry
forums and networking events to be
hosted at the estate.

an ideal location for EEF to attract and engage with
key industry players and help give manufacturing companies
a real edge.
Charlotte Horobin, EEF, Interim Midlands and East Region Director

Revitalised BikeTrac raising the standard
From Europe to the Middle East… there really is no hiding
for any motorcycle fitted with security technology developed
and manufactured by BikeTrac which has raised the industry
standard with two new products.
BikeTrac’s image has undergone a
substantial re-launch after Bill Taylor and
Andrew Conrich – its entrepreneurial
directors – acquired the name last
November.
Swiftly it has re-located its ‘nerve
centre’ to a new office inside Silverstone
Park’s Innovation Centre.
And that seems to have provided added
impetus for a company recognised as
the UK market leader in what it does.
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Already this year it has introduced an
advanced ground anchor for bikers
to use at home, plus a ‘world first’
portable chain and lock – which again
takes motorcycle security to a whole
new level.
All this before we even get on to its
main BikeTrac offering – a hidden device
that, using GPS and RF technology,
enables police and owners to trace
more than 90% stolen bikes.

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news
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Meeting Government cyber
security expectations
Park-based EDM Precision Technologies has boosted
its chances of continuing to land major manufacturing
contracts in areas such as aerospace, defence and
nuclear by investing in the latest Government-mandated
levels of cyber security.

The company is one of the very best in the UK
in wire and spark erosion – an application that
cuts metals to create incredibly complex and
intricate designs as supplied by clients.
Like many high-tech SMEs in the Silverstone
Technology Cluster, EDM is relied on by major
industries such as automotive, aerospace,
defence, F1, marine, medical, nuclear and oil
and gas.
To enhance its offering it has put in place new
IT security systems to earn Cyber Essentials
Plus certification from the Government.

In short, you
can forget about
winning MOD and
other sensitive
Government work
if you don’t have,
as a minimum CE
certification.
Paul Waldron, Managing Director

Managing Director Paul Waldron explains:
“Cyber Essentials certification is now
mandated for all UK central civil government
contracts.
“In short, you can forget about winning MOD
and other sensitive Government work if you
don’t have, as a minimum CE certification.
And if you deal with official, sensitive data
then CE Plus is required.”

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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Gold Star interior
award for KTM’s
premises at
Silverstone Park
Europe’s biggest motorcycle manufacturer
KTM’s fit-out of its new UK headquarters
at Silverstone Park has won a significant
industry media award.
FIS (finishes and interiors sector) magazine voted the project
the best turnkey fit-out in the UK costing under £1 million.
Judges termed the work, carried out by interior design
company DSP (Interiors) Ltd, “an excellent installation”
and awarded it their Gold Star…
KTM re-located its UK HQ to Silverstone Park in June 2016.
Its premises are also home to its sister bike brand Husqvarna’s
UK HQ.
Managing Director, Matt Walker said: “KTM UK’s demands of
the new building were high, but DSP Interior’s execution and
MEPC’s liaison meant that we moved into an inspiring space.
Having spent just over a year in the building, we know that it
works well for us – but it’s good to know that the judges think
that it’s worthy of this award, too.”

Talk about pedal power…
Energetic occupiers have helped raise £100 for the
Red Cross’s UK Solidarity Fund in a bike-a-thon at
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre.
An initial target of 306kms – equal to the British F1 Grand Prix on the
neighbouring Silverstone Circuit – was smashed as 32 companies and staff
instead clocked up 489km.
Matt Sinclair (pictured) of Radius, which specialises in F1 logistics and is based
in the Innovation Centre, stood out with his 19.9kms in just 30 minutes.
Bikes were supplied by fellow Park companies GTA Global and Baines Racing.
Both also participated as did CBRE, Competition Supplies, Delta Motorsport,
Expion, Force India F1, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, MEPC, Rare
Selection, Sales Out, TD Group and ZetaSafe.
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Shortlisted for
major planning
awards
MEPC’s development of
Silverstone Park had been
shortlisted for a major industry
award as we went to press.
Along with its appointed planning
consultancy Terence O’Rourke and both
Aylesbury Vale District and South Northants
councils, MEPC was one of three finalists
being considered for the Award for
Promoting Economic Growth at the national
Planning Awards (21 June).
In its submission to the awards’ judges, it
was highlighted that a new outline planning
permission (see page 7) could help create up
to 4500 new jobs and approximately £199
million of added value to the local economy.
The Planning Awards, at London’s Savoy
Place, are among the most prestigious in
property/planning in the UK.
Watch this space, as they say!

Exciting times for Performance Projects
Design work on a potentially revolutionary child car seat to a breakthrough autonomous
agricultural vehicle have led to the most exciting period yet in Silverstone Park-based
business Performance Projects’ history.
Aptly, the SME is based inside the
estate’s Innovation Centre from where
it also provides significant input in areas
such as Formula 1 suspension design
and, more recently, has project managed
a niche vehicle for a royal family!
Using its expertise to diversify into other
areas though is reaping potentially rich
rewards.

“The child car seat is all our own
thinking. Nobody’s done it before –
it is innovative in its field.
“We’re now at the ‘production intent’
stage with manufacturers and about
to take it to a production run to be
homologated. It could be in mass
production and in the stores by the end
of 2017…”

Director Chris Horton explained: “The
agricultural vehicle has been a very
exciting project. We can’t go into too
much detail but it’s fully autonomous
and demonstrates all new-technology
on an all-new platform.

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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MEET THE TEAM
Sarah Adhemar, Receptionist

Social committee
Please contact Ruth Williams for
further information: 01327 856002
or rwilliams@silverstone-park.com

Football: Wednesdays
6.00-7.00pm at UTC

Sarah Adhemar has been one half of a receptionist ‘double
act’ at Silverstone Park for two years now (alongside Nicola
Smith who we featured in the Spring newsletter).
Double acts are nothing new to Sarah who’s starred in
fictional roles for her local dramatic society. Off-stage she’s
been instrumental in her native Helmdon twice winning the
accolade of Northants Village of the Year.

Silverstone
Metrology Network:
Monday 3 July, Silverstone
Park Innovation Centre

Wednesday Walks:
Weekly Wednesdays 12.30pm
from the Innovation Centre
Running Club:
Wednesday evenings on-site
Occupier Summer BBQ:
12.30pm-2.00pm Thursday
6 July, Silverstone UTC

Back at Silverstone, her out-going manner makes her the
ideal ‘quizmaster’ at estate developer MEPC’s popular quiz
nights for occupiers.
“I’m pretty sociable – definitely not a wall flower which is
why I think I suit this role!” she says. “There is so much to be
done and so much variety; it really keeps my brain active and
helps to pay for my big passion in life…”
That’ll be her pony, a grumpy, opinionated Irish mare called
Solo! Sarah adds: “I take lessons in dressage and show
jumping and compete myself. It’s my great escape.”

260 sq ft to 30,000 sq ft

Available
TO LET

Cycling: Every Tuesday
morning and Wednesday
evening

Sports Evening:
Thursday 7 September,
Silverstone Park grounds
Boot Camp: 5.30pm
Every Thursday,
Silverstone Park grounds

Rounders:
Silverstone Park grounds

Macmillan Coffee
Morning:
Friday 29 September,
Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

Visit our website for further information or see contacts below.

CONTACTS
CURRENT OCCUPIERS:

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:

Michael Peck
Estate Facilities Manager
Tel: 01327 856000

Jamie Catherall DTRE
Tel: 020 3328 9097

MEPC Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,
Towcester NN12 8GX

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:

@SilverstonePark

Carl McKellar Silverstone Park Press Officer
Mob: 07786 138 905

SilverstonePark
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